Part of the recovery process for chemotherapy requires walking. Just one step after another. By matching the steps of a patient with a reward system for reaching your step goals each day, Nomad unlocks photos, gps, and an eye for photography, to create trips for those unable to make the trek themselves.

Nomad incentivizes travelers to go off the beaten path, with a wearable, gps, and an eye for photography, to create trips for those unable to make the trek themselves.

The design is heavily focused on usability and communication. Finding the closest host, communicating throughout the experience, and ability to send photos and videos being the key to a great experience.

The design again is driven by accountants. By looking closely at what accountants need and use on a daily basis, the Qount.io ecosystem is created by request of accountants to make the best system imaginable for accountants. The core application for all things QOunt includes a communications platform, task management, robust notation, file storage and transferring capabilities. Qount.io is looking to replace all other software needs for accountants.

Koin is an application for sharing and gamefication to save for those big financial goals we only talk about. The design is reflective of a game, but the potential of saving with friends towards a common savings goal.

The latest product offering from Qount.io for Tax preparation. The goal was to create an integrated experience with the existing Qount Wall App while also giving “indy” its own brand and flavor of design. The application is paired directly with the section of the process a user always has a tax professional on hand.

The primary goal was to create a robust and advanced proposal creator. An expansion of the Qount.io brand, this web application primarily serves the needs of high demand accounting teams. The core function of the app is to expand the experience and customer service of users to a new level. By combining an in-application chat that is paired directly with the section of the process a user always has a tax professional on hand.